Dating and Friendship

by Steve Barz

This article is part of two about the differences that occurred at 2AM: the Dating and Friendship Thing. This week's article focuses on women's answers to questions from men concerning dating and friendship and a wrapup of the entire discussion.

Now the women took the floor:
Q. What problems does the radio give you? Response: It's neat at first. "First when I first came here I'd never had so much male attention in my life." But the novelty of male attention quickly wears off. "It forces you to learn to be assertive in telling guys to go away." You know what? I really hate guys! Guys follow you around and knock on your door and just barge in! I mean, I can't believe they don't realize they're supposed to be invited into a room before entering.

The woman who gave this response then acted out a scenario in which a member of the opposite sex would come up to her with an expression of wonder and disbelief that she was alone in the room. She then spoke of the distress that she felt when she realized that she was alone in the room. She said that she would then have to go to the bathroom to check on herself. She said that she would then have to go to the bathroom to check on herself.

Q. How do you want me to tell you that I am not interested? Response: Am: There didn't seem to be a coherent response to "am", though there was general agreement that it was mighty hard to do in words. Am: Not: "Say it plainly but not abruptly.

Q. What turns you on/off? Response: On: sincere and adroit effort to be a good friend; off: glomming, gener­ally wouldn't do in front of your family members; "For me, touching something attained by very few.

Q. What characteristics do you think highly of me; making a sincere and adroit effort to be a good friend, are "taken". Other guys who you don't feel you have touched, I resent it for overstep­ping the bounds of the level of in­timacy I share with the person touching. "It is interpreted as the situation warrants - there's touch­ing among friends, and there is sexual touching among people who are more intimate, and some of the kinds of touching actually overlap - there's a difference in be­ing tickled by a friend and in be­ing tickled by your boyfriend, but the actual touch may be indistin­guishable from the outside.

Q. What characteristics do you want in a boyfriend? Response: In addition to looks, perhaps all (it was not clear) of the characteristics mentioned in the men's response to the men's response to this question, suitably adjusted for gender; "I must be able to respect him.

Q. How do you think we think? Response: On: sincere and spontaneous compliments, showing that you think highly of me; making a sincere and adroit effort to be a good friend; off: glomming, gener­al annoying behavior.

Q. What causes you to tell them one way or another; just wait, and if the friend­ship might be destroyed. One woman that

Chris Phular and Tracy Kibby btd a fond farewell to Baja Mexico, having survived all manner of killer rocks and batekrs.
S.E.D.S. Conference

Dr. Mark Albrecht, Executive Director of the National Space Council, will speak at the S.E.D.S. 1991 conference by delivering an address "Rockets to Mars: Building a New American Launch Capability" at 8:00 p.m., Friday evening, at Ramo Auditorium. His talk is being co-sponsored by the Planetary Society.

Following the keynote address, a reception will be held at the Winnett Student Center (all are invited). The conference which continues Saturday and Sunday at the Pasadena Holiday Inn is sponsored by the Caltech chapter of Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (SEDS), along with other California SEDS chapters. Transportation will be available — call to arrange.

On Saturday evening there will be a social/dance at Winnett with all conference registrants from colleges around LA (UCLA, USC, PCC, Occidental, Claremont Colleges, etc.). Regular conference sessions will be from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday at the Juitines Room of the Pasadena Holiday Inn.

Other confirmed speakers are: Dr. David Webb, President, International Hypersonics Institute; Donald K. Slayton, former astronaut and President, Space Services Inc; Dr. Lou Friedman, Executive Director, the Planetary Society; Mr. riches Burke, Space Studies Institute; Mr. Robert Stabile, President, World Space Foundation; Mr. Todd Hawley, CEO, International Space University, and many other leaders in the space community.

Many space organizations will have display tables at the conference. Many rare and collectible Space/Star Trek etc paraphernalia will be sold at very low rates during the conference. This conference is a great opportunity to learn more about the government, industry, and non-profit space organizations and the space community as a whole. Having this knowledge will help you realize how you can and will contribute to humanity's migration into space.

Registration is $5 for Caltech students/SEDS members, and $25 for the Caltech/JPL community and the general public. The entire Caltech community is invited to attend. For more information write to SEDS, 112-58 Student Activities Center, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91125 or call John Wright, (818) 351-9858, or Philip Rosenthal, (818) 577-4664.

Publication Nominations

Nominations are open for the offices of Tech Business Manager, little t editor, and little t business manager. A signup sheet which will be posted outside the MOSF's office until Tuesday, March 12. Interviews will be held at the March 12 ASCIT meeting at 10:30 p.m. in the MOSF's office.

Fascinating Info of the Y

If you miss this, you'd better be Deadend, or in Java!!! — Our fabulous, awesome, MAMMOTH ski trip (Sunday-Wednesday, March 24-27) is a Great Big Deal at only $199 for travel, lodging, food, and a three day ski pass — and if you're in jail, Break Out!!! The Y now has tickets for Planet of the Apes, (April 10 at 8:00 p.m., $50.00 each)! Also, as just a sampling of our T-RRIFIC service-after-the-sale, I'm notifying all of you who bought tickets to the L.A. Phil for Friday, April 12 that they have changed their performance time to 1:30 p.m. and the Sunday, April 14 performance has been changed to 7:00 p.m. That's just one more reason why the Y is for You!!! So remember, if you bought your tickets anywhere else, you probably paid too much.

And, how about that 64 Billion Dollar Question question, "Global Security: Is the Midwest the Model?" Dr. Robert Bowman (a Caltech PhD) will be speaking in Baxter Lecture Hall on March 13 at 7:30 p.m. Also, refreshments will be provided, March 15, at noon in Winnett Lounge, for a talk by USC professor Mark Klein, about the Growth and Development of Gangs in L.A.

Money

Want to earn some spending money? The California Tech has an "inc-ku-date" opening for an on-campus circulation staff. It pays $19/issue, and a $50 monthly reimbursement. Interested? Contact Sonny Arcilla at ext. 6154.

An Old Style BAND CONCERT

A Caltech Centennial Concert

Caltech-Occidental Wind Ensemble

William Bing, Director

Guest Conductors: Gary Mines & Beth Ikuru

Malcolm McNab

Trumpet—Guest Soloist

Ramo Auditorium/Caltech Campus

Saturday, March 9, 1991

FREE ADMISSION

For further information, please call the Caltech Ticket Office (818) 577-4664 or your campus Residence Hall Desk.
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The moderator wrapped things up by giving his two cents, after stoically aloof (well mostly) during the whole evening.

"Matt, if I may..." There exist differences in between the sexes. There are many reasons why it is cool to talk to girls, but an important one is that they think differently. Getting to know many girls as friends and as more than friends is vital, because they make one think in refreshing ways.

This conference taught us a lot of things: it opened our eyes to some attitudes and feelings that we maybe didn't know existed and gave us a chance to make more clear our gripes and hurts in dealing with the opposite sex. Yes, we have our difficulties in communication, and we have the additional problems that, coupled with our inexperience and naivety, the unbalanced ratio between the sexes brings. But one thing we of either sex can not deny having learned or relearned from our experiences in the last two weeks is that tried and true old saw, "Vive les differences!"
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by Jim

Lorenzo's Barber Shop
Ask for Your Caltech Student Discount!

Unisex Hairstyling
- Regular Cut (men) $9.90 $1 off
- Regular Cut (women) $9.90 $1 off
- Style Cut $12.90 $2 off
- Permanent Waves $49.95 $5 off

9 a.m. - 6 p.m., Monday-Saturday
14 N. Mentor Avenue, Pasadena
No Appointment Needed

Laemmle Theatres

Esquire
2670 E. Colorado Blvd.
(818) 793-6149
Madeleine Stowe
in Closet Land
Daily: 3:15, 7:30, 9:40 p.m.
Sun-Sat Matinees 1:15, 3:15 p.m.

Colorado
2580 E. Colorado Blvd.
(818) 796-9704
5 Academy Nominations
Gerard Depardieu
Cyrano De Bergerac
Daily: 6:30, 9:20 p.m.
Sun-Sat Matinees 12:45, 3:40 p.m.

We know 2.7 million people with unusually small hearts.

And we hope you'll meet some of them, too. They are the enthusiastic volunteers of the AHA, and they generously donate their time and care, visiting homes, schools and workplaces everywhere, helping millions learn how to reduce their risk of heart disease. Without them, our organization wouldn't be the success that it is. If you'd like to volunteer, or simply learn more, call or write your nearest American Heart Association.
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The Caltech Bookstore
Presents
An Author Signing
With

DAVID BRIN

Friday, March 8
12:30 - 2:30 p.m.
At the Bookstore

David Brin is a Hugo and Nebula award winner and a Caltech Alumnus. His latest novel, Earth, was published in 1990. His other works of science fiction include The Postman, The Practice Effect, River of Time, Sundiver, Starlade Rising, and The Uplift War.

CALTECH BOOKSTORE
The Inside World

All Inside Worlds must include the author's name. Inside worlds can only be written by current undergraduates. The editors have the right to edit any or all parts of an Inside World, or to not print it at all. No libelous material will be accepted. It is the author's responsibility to check material written about a person to see if they consider it libelous.

This Week's Inside World was written by: Lloyd Roy

Lloyd: Scott Harris, Carl Roth, Rafi Majed

Ruddock: Jon Liebel

Floyd: S. Phii

Customer pays oz. Cans of the Caltech community and the Los Angeles dinner announcements? No. Endless house meetings! Nobody and just mooch off the Master's office and any poor unsuspecting animal that they can find. This is what I'm describing here, the smell of cat shit in Page House, the unmistakable stench in Botanic House of cats pissing and cat spray. I can't speak for all of the houses. I mean, I suppose core cans don't delineate and are otherwise useless... not that I'm anti cat hair, but if we can't expect the cats to abide by the house code and stay out of the library (and all house offices, I simply can't welcome them in the student houses. They don't even make good coats, with the unhealthy thick fur we feed them.

Item two, Squirt guns. And I thought laser tag was bad. We've still got a few of those gumdrop-sized lead items in our fridge (non-PARTY themed) for our kids. But this new craze, I don't know. It seems that L.A. will think up as many ways to waste water as there are dried-up boroughs in Northern California. I was accosted the other day by a couple of ringworm-infested lepers that took me for Super-Soaker Soldiers. Needless to say, I was surprised by the mistaken identity. Maybe those aquatic storm troopers should realize their fantasies and join Hal Ginder's men in the desert campaigns. And the product line they have to choose from... well, Habba hubba tuned to radio ...

Oh yeah, the sculpture. That thing in Millian Pond. At least Blacker's whale worked, if only kind of. This thing is a pale image of the whole image, itself, maybe the drier, bluffed fishes. We could have made a better one out of parts from C&L. I want to walk out into the middle of Millian Pond and urinate on it. But I have this latent fear that it might spring to life at a moment's notice and grab my yards long legs, threatening me with the shower of water in the master's office. That's why I simply can't welcome them in the student houses. They don't even make good coats, with the unhealthy thick fur we feed them.

The editors reserve the to edit any or all parts of an material written about a person to see if they consider it.

In Lloyd's atmosphere of spirited competition, nay, for late the topping». That's what happens next time you watch a movie. The experience is what I'm describing here, the smell of cat shit in Page House, the unmistakable stench in Botanic House of cats pissing and cat spray. I can't speak for all of the houses. I mean, I suppose core cans don't delineate and are otherwise useless... not that I'm anti cat hair, but if we can't expect the cats to abide by the house code and stay out of the library (and all house offices, I simply can't welcome them in the student houses. They don't even make good coats, with the unhealthy thick fur we feed them.

Pizzas are the most exciting, than having Movie Night XXVIII, and telling him where that downed Apache ended up. It may never fly again. But this new craze, I don't know. It seems that L.A. will think up as many ways to waste water as there are dried-up boroughs in Northern California. I was accosted the other day by a couple of ringworm-infested lepers that took me for Super-Soaker Soldiers. Needless to say, I was surprised by the mistaken identity. Maybe those aquatic storm troopers should realize their fantasies and join Hal Ginder's men in the desert campaigns. And the product line they have to choose from... well, Habba hubba tuned to radio ...

The vision that formed, weary reader, was that of a contest. A party atmosphere, in which they can plan something that's exciting, even taking into account... Winkie-sized, Hubba-hubba sized in which they can plan something that's exciting, even taking into account... Winkie-sized, Hubba-hubba sized...

It was curious and sobering to note how Lloyd House was receiving... with cats, which is so, apathetically, or not at all. This thing is like a pale image of the whole image, itself, maybe the drier, bluffed fishes. We could have made a better one out of parts from C&L. I want to walk out into the middle of Millian Pond and urinate on it. But I have this latent fear that it might spring to life at a moment's notice and grab my yards long legs, threatening me with the shower of water in the master's office. That's why I simply can't welcome them in the student houses. They don't even make good coats, with the unhealthy thick fur we feed them.
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It was curious and sobering to note how Lloyd House was receiving... with cats, which is so, apathetically, or not at all. This thing is like a pale image of the whole image, itself, maybe the drier, bluffed fishes. We could have made a better one out of parts from C&L. I want to walk out into the middle of Millian Pond and urinate on it. But I have this latent fear that it might spring to life at a moment's notice and grab my yards long legs, threatening me with the shower of water in the master's office. That's why I simply can't welcome them in the student houses. They don't even make good coats, with the unhealthy thick fur we feed them.

I'm thinking of dropping old Stormin' Normann a... and telling him where that downed Apache ended up. It may never fly again. But this new craze, I don't know. It seems that L.A. will think up as many ways to waste water as there are dried-up boroughs in Northern California. I was accosted the other day by a couple of ringworm-infested lepers that took me for Super-Soaker Soldiers. Needless to say, I was surprised by the mistaken identity. Maybe those aquatic storm troopers should realize their fantasies and join Hal Ginder's men in the desert campaigns. And the product line they have to choose from... well, Habba hubba tuned to radio ...
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It was curious and sobering to note how Lloyd House was receiving... with cats, which is so, apathetically, or not at all. This thing is like a pale image of the whole image, itself, maybe the drier, bluffed fishes. We could have made a better one out of parts from C&L. I want to walk out into the middle of Millian Pond and urinate on it. But I have this latent fear that it might spring to life at a moment's notice and grab my yards long legs, threatening me with the shower of water in the master's office. That's why I simply can't welcome them in the student houses. They don't even make good coats, with the unhealthy thick fur we feed them.
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Now you can afford to dream in color.

If you thought that finding a color Macintosh system you could afford was just a dream, then the new affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It also comes with a microphone and new sound input technology that lets you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and affordable. It's better than a dream—it's a Macintosh.

Apple introduced the Macintosh LC.

by Jim

Beaver Track

from page 8

day for the sprints came in the 400 meter hurdles event.

For the men, Greg "Howdy" Doddy was the star performer, turning in a stellar 57.71 seconds time. The showstopper of the event, for both men and women, had to be Emmeline Narragan's 68-62 seconds time in the 400 meter hurdles. Emmeline's time was good for a first place, ahead of all the Oxy, Pomona, and Claremont girls (inspiring a standing, honking, screeching cheer session by the Caltech fan section!)

The "Big Boys" of the Tech squad, the weightmen, were lead by Jeff Martin. The Fleming house sophomore was returning to competition after a time, and threw a throw of 106 feet, 9 inches in the discus and a throw of 144 feet, 6 inches in the shot put. The freshman thrower from Pittsburgh is shaping up to be one of the finest weightmen Tech has seen in a long time. The third member of the Tech weightmen trio (no, not Jim "Skinnyboy" O'Brien, Johnny Tsai, was out with a shoulder injury.

"Jack, you wuss!" was the cry of many a Caltech Beaver in response to Jack Prater's "strategic withdrawal" from the 800 meter event at the last minute. In spite of this less than courageous display, Jumpin' Jack was on perfect form in the triple jump with a jump of 41 feet, 6 inches. Kay Miyake vaulted over the bar at 11 feet, 6 inches. Teru, the other member of the Miyake Pole Vault Team, was unable to clear opening height. Teru was plagued with vaulting problems at the last Pomona meet as well. "I was doing a run up and I would have cleared the bar, but this &$!%$ing bee landed on my face, and I was scared of getting stung, and it messed up my vault!"

So much for last week's meet. This week, come and watch Caltech Steeplechase Extravaganza One at the Caltech Track at 12:20 pm. The event, not for those with weak hearts, will be packed with hungry competitors. Don't miss it.

International Folkdancing

The International Folkdancers' meet in Doherty Hall Lounge on every Tuesday evening all year round. Folkdance classes start at 7:30 pm each Tuesday. Most common Friday games are fan-tasy role-playing, but it's a good time to find others who share your interests. All are invited to attend.

Let The Games Begin

Every Friday night, the Caltech Gamers meet to enjoy role-playing and board games. Friday meetings are in Winnett Clubroom 1 or in Rm. 33 of the SAC at 8:00 pm. Most others who share your interests will be welcome! Most common Friday games are fantasy role-playing, but it's a good time to find players to share games you like.

Environmental Task Force

Caltech Environmental Task Force meeting Wednesday 13th March, Noon, Chalmers 1, Winnett. All welcome.

Recycling - Volunteers needed. Can you spare one hour every three weeks to help keep the recycling program at Caltech functioning? Please contact David Mackay, mackay@hope, X2805.

The California Tech

The power to be your best.
Caltech University

LAY OUT!! The Caltech Ultimate Science Research Institute at USC, is offering six scholarships for the 1991-92 Freshman Program and one scholarship for the unique Practicum in International Economics. Scholarships are valued at $1500 per semester. All of our trips emphasize the out-of-doors, natural science and history of gangs and will discuss the development of the concepts of crime and punishment. All undergrads, grads and faculty are welcome at 7:30 at the Master's House. For more information contact Erwin Hiebert from the Peace Corps.

Meet David Brin

This spring, David Brin, Caltech alumni and science fiction author extraordinaire on Friday, March 8, from 12:30 – 2:30 PM. Mr. Brin will cover copies of his books, in addition to his latest novel, Earth, inside the bookstore.

The Caltech Bookstore is pleased to welcome David Brin, Caltech alumni and science fiction author extraordinaire on the Caltech campus in a special presentation at the Caltech Bookstore. The program is open to entering juniors or seniors for full scholarships based on an applicant's academic standing and faculty recommendations. The program is from 12:30 to 2:30 on Monday, March 11, 1991. The deadline for applications is March 31, 1991.

The Plooetllry Society and College Fellowship Awards.

The San Fernando Chapter of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, with the assistance of the Astronomical Society of the University of California, is offering six scholarships for the 1991-92 Freshman Program and one scholarship for the unique Practicum in International Economics. Scholarships are valued at $1500 per semester. All of our trips emphasize the out-of-doors, natural science and history of gangs and will discuss the development of the concepts of crime and punishment. All undergrads, grads and faculty are welcome at 7:30 at the Master's House. For more information contact Erwin Hiebert from the Peace Corps.
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The Caltech Bookstore is pleased to welcome David Brin, Caltech alumni and science fiction author extraordinaire on the Caltech campus in a special presentation at the Caltech Bookstore. The program is open to entering juniors or seniors for full scholarships based on an applicant's academic standing and faculty recommendations. The program is from 12:30 to 2:30 on Monday, March 11, 1991. The deadline for applications is March 31, 1991.

The Plooetllry Society and College Fellowship Awards.

The San Fernando Chapter of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, with the assistance of the Astronomical Society of the University of California, is offering six scholarships for the 1991-92 Freshman Program and one scholarship for the unique Practicum in International Economics. Scholarships are valued at $1500 per semester. All of our trips emphasize the out-of-doors, natural science and history of gangs and will discuss the development of the concepts of crime and punishment. All undergrads, grads and faculty are welcome at 7:30 at the Master's House. For more information contact Erwin Hiebert from the Peace Corps.
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The Plooetllry Society and College Fellowship Awards.
Greg Dadey exhibits excellent form during the 400 meter hurdles at the Caltrack.

Bridge With Dinkin
by Sam Dinkin

North (Jeff Goldsmith)
1 NT (15-17)
2 ♥ (noble)
2 NT (3-2 or 2-2)
4 ♥ (A♠, agrees 0)
5 ♥ (K♣, force to 6♥)
6
Pass
Open Lead: 2♥

Even though they didn't have scientific bids in the early days of bridge, the rules of thumb developed in those days still guide us today. For example, playing in our final match before we fly to Atlantic City, this hand came up. (I should be in the air on the way to New Jersey by the time you read this) Jeff's bidding was guided by Culbertson's Rule:Invite a slam (i.e. make a slam try) if a perfect minimum holding for partner will make it a laydown.

Jeff Rubens describes this as constructing a hand for partner which gives him the minimum valuation for his previous bidding, but with cards selected to fit perfectly with your hand. If you can construct one of these gives the partnership a laydown slam contract, make the slam try.

In this hand, Jeff used that rule to construct a hand for me: Qxxx, Axxx, Axx, x, which would give us a laydown slam 90% of the time. With a little better hand, Axx, Axxx, Axx, x, a grand slam in diamonds would make.

So Jeff bid 4 clubs. I didn't sign off so Jeff used the rule again. Jeff can interpret my four heart bid to also show reasonable_population, leadership, self-discipline, determination, sportsmanship, and academia.

Bill is the first Caltech player to win a national Hearts Championship. The California Tech

Montz Lets The Animal Out

The sophomore sprinter let the Animal out at the conference meet between Caltech, Occidental, Pomona, and Claremont last Saturday at Pomona. In the scuffle for the Big Three of SCIAC, Tech's men and women were squashed like an empty soda can by three buffaloes in heat. However, there were many personal records ("PR"") set by Caltech individuals at the meet and there were a number of impressive performances.

For example, playing in our final match before we fly to Atlantic City, this hand came up. (I should be in the air on the way to New Jersey by the time you read this) Jeff's bidding was guided by Culbertson's Rule:Invite a slam (i.e. make a slam try) if a perfect minimum holding for partner will make it a laydown.

Jeff Rubens describes this as constructing a hand for partner which gives him the minimum valuation for his previous bidding, but with cards selected to fit perfectly with your hand. If you can construct one of these gives the partnership a laydown slam contract, make the slam try.

In this hand, Jeff used that rule to construct a hand for me: Qxxx, Axxx, Axx, x, which would give us a laydown slam 90% of the time. With a little better hand, Axx, Axxx, Axx, x, a grand slam in diamonds would make.

So Jeff bid 4 clubs. I didn't sign off so Jeff used the rule again. Jeff can interpret my four heart bid to also show reasonable_population, leadership, self-discipline, determination, sportsmanship, and academia.

Bill is the first Caltech player to win a national Hearts Championship. The California Tech